Within-session patterns in variable-interval schedule performance: Variation with deprivation level.
Previous research has shown that patterns in operant responding may change within the course of individual experimental sessions. The proper interpretation of such changes is controversial. At least one source of this controversy may lie in unstated experimental practices across laboratories, as published reports often have failed to detail important particulars of deprivation operations. The present study was aimed at gathering descriptive data on the contribution of deprivation operations to the observation of within-session changes. In two experiments, four food deprived pigeons were exposed to a multiple variable-interval 30-s variable-interval 30-s schedule of grain presentation, wherein each grain presentation was kept constant at 5s. In Condition I, a session-entry criterion was in place that permitted the pigeon access to the daily session only if its body weight fell within controlled limits. Within-session rates of responding were generally stable. In Condition II, the entry criterion was removed and experimental sessions were conducted 6 days per week. The effect of removing the session-entry criterion was to increase body weight for all birds and decrease food intake across conditions. With no session entry criterion, robust within-session changes were observed for three of the four pigeons. The results suggest that rich schedules of reinforcement often used in the analysis of within-session changes can produce substantial reductions in deprivation levels that require up to several days to reverse. Future experiments in this area should take precautions to insure that deprivation is tightly controlled and report such measures to eliminate potential errors in replication.